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What is ASOSU? 

ASOSU is every student at Oregon State University. We exist as an 

organization to promote academic excellence, encourage the 

intellectual, social, cultural, and physical development of the student 

body, and enable the student body to assert its varied interests as 

citizens and members of the academic community through democratic 

representation. 

What are the services that ASOSU provides? 

The ASOSU is separated into 4 distinct entities: ASOSU Office of 

Advocacy, ASOSU Student Legal Services, ASOSU Saferide, and ASOSU 

Student Government. All of these provide valuable resources for 

students. ASOSU elections are held yearly for ASOSU Student 

government.  

What are the positions that students can run for?  

ASOSU holds yearly elections for the following positions:  

 ASOSU President & Vice President  

 ASOSU Speaker of the House 

 ASOSU Student Fee Committee Chair  

 ASOSU Student Fee Committee At-Large Member 

 ASOSU Senator 

 ASOSU Graduate Representative  

 ASOSU Undergraduate Representative  
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ASOSU President & Vice President 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU President and Vice 

President? 

The President of the ASOSU shall be responsible for conducting all 
administrative affairs of the ASOSU, to include, but not be limited to: 

1. Overseeing and administering the ASOSU budget. 
2. Performing policy oversight and providing assistance to the 

executive committees, task forces and services, and staff of the 
Executive Branch. 

3. Representing the ASOSU to increase the visibility and influence 
of the ASOSU both on and off campus. 

4. Conduct the administrative business and correspondence of the 
Executive Branch. 

5. Representing the ASOSU on Independent Committees, 
including:  

a. Athletics Intermediary Committee 
b. ASOSU Campus Planning and Construction Committee 
c. Student Incidental Fees Committee 
d. OSU Campus Planning Committee 
e. OSU Faculty Senate 
f. OSU Bookstores, Inc. Board of Directors 

The Vice-President shall serve as President of the Senate as outlined in 
Title I. of the ASOSU Statutes. The Vice-President shall assist, as 
directed, with the committee work of the President. 
 
The Vice-President shall serve as the ASOSU Elections Committee Chair, 
except in the event that they are seeking office the following year in 
which case the committee will select its own chair. The Vice-President 
shall represent the Associated Students on: 

1. OSU Provost’s Council 
2. ii. Recreational Sports Committee 
3. iii. University’s Architectural Naming Committee 
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The Vice-President shall succeed to the office of the ASOSU President 

should a vacancy occur. 

How many seats are open?  

1 Joint Ticket 
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ASOSU President & Vice President  

Candidates 

------------- Rachel Josephson & Kylie Boenisch -------------  

 

Platform 

Fellow students, we are Rachel Josephson and Kylie Boenisch and we 

are running for President and Vice President of the Associated Students 

of Oregon State University (ASOSU) under the slogan OSforU. Our three 

years of combined experience in the Executive Branch, Senate, and 

House of Representatives have provided us the skills necessary to 

succeed in these roles. 

Central to our campaign is our belief that student wellness is paramount 

to the success of all campus endeavors. The three supporting pillars of 

student wellness are: our people, our services, and our surroundings. 

The intent of our following initiatives is to reinforce these pillars for a 

stronger OSU.  

Our People: 

Rachel has the skills to initiate further community wellbeing programs 

at OSU based off of her experience as House Projects Committee Chair 
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where she helped create a student Support Network, and is working to 

implement a drug deposit dropbox. We plan to establish an anonymous 

online pen pal system to give students an outlet for shared mental 

health concerns to build confidence and destigmatize those areas. 

Kylie, with experience as the Coordinator of Veterans Affairs, will ensure 

our administration works with Faculty Senate to allow the complete 

transfer of Joint Service Transcript credits when Veterans attend OSU so 

military service is acknowledged academically.  

We believe community, belonging, and inclusivity are crucial to 

wellbeing, which is why we will work to include the option to place 

preferred pronouns on every new OSU ID. 

As women with a privileged identity, we want to acknowledge our 

humble allyship to marginalized communities at OSU; we refuse to 

tokenize the communities in our campaign. It is not our place to say 

what a community might need, but will be proactive in providing 

support where communities see fit.  

Our Services: 

To effectively improve student wellness, we must ensure ASOSU is 

operating at its full potential; its visibility must increase. We will make a 

YouTube channel with bimonthly updates on ASOSU progress for 

exposure and to ensure accountability. 

OSU is home to a plethora of diverse resources of which few students 

are aware. We plan to design a 50 minute long interactive presentation 

that can be implemented into Health 231 or used by other entities on 

campus to inform students of their wellness options. The module will 

contain information on the location and services of the mental, physical, 

spiritual, and wellbeing centers on campus.  

Our Surroundings: 
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We believe ASOSU should reflect student concerns on combating 

climate change. We will initiate a paperless office for ASOSU while 

making a publicly accessible how-to guide. 

Our surroundings also include campus buildings, which must be 

sustainable. One of our legislative priorities will be lobbying the state 

legislature to obtain the necessary funds to ensure our new buildings 

and renovations are retrofitted and certified green. 

The Josephson-Boenisch campaign reiterates that ASOSU is an 

organization that exists for the students, by the students. Our slogan 

reflects this thought; OSforU reminds you that we are here for you, and 

Oregon State is your home. 

Biographies 

Rachel Josephson 

My name is Rachel Josephson and I am running for ASOSU president 

with Kylie Boenisch. I am a third year Honors Biochemistry student with 

minors in Political Science and Chemistry. Although a STEM major, I am 

pre-law because I have aspirations to be a politician who represents 

women and scientists in office. Due to this passion, I have been working 

hard on recruiting more College of Science students to join me in the 

Presidential Student Legislative Advocates, a program I was nominated 

for that lobbies our legislators at the capitol on behalf of OSU. 

I work in OSU’s Technology Transfer office, which helps secure patents 

and intellectual property rights for research and innovation invented in 

research labs across campus. Recently I have begun working with OSU 

administration to develop a strategy to lobby the University Innovation 

Fund to Salem legislators.  

Currently, I am Chair of the House Projects Committee in the House of 

Representatives where I vote to enhance the life of students and keep 

the financial burden of University low. 
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In my free time, I am outside mountaineering, backpacking, or 

marathon training. The great outdoors has inspired my love for the 

planet and its inhabitants. 

Go Beavs! 

Kylie Boenisch 

Fellow students, my name is Kylie Boenisch and I am running for ASOSU 

Vice President with Rachel Josephson.  

Here at OSU, I am a third year Honors Environmental Engineering 

student with a minor in Chemistry. I currently conduct research on 

nanoparticles to understand their environmental impact on the Alsea 

River. My work and major awakened a lifelong passion for thoughtful 

sustainability and comprehensive understanding about human impact 

on our surroundings.  

Beyond school and research, I am involved in ASOSU as current Senator, 

former Coordinator of Veterans Affairs, and House Representative. 

During my time as Coordinator of Veterans Affairs, I organized the 

creation of a Veterans Resource Center, which will be completed this 

spring. I am also the event director for OSU’s Student Veteran 

Association and a member of Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honor society. 

Community is something I hold dear to my heart as I have lived in 9 

different locations throughout my life due to my father’s military 

service. Therefore, my association with these organizations is what 

makes OSU my home.  

In spend my free time DJ-ing for KBVR and enjoying the beautiful 

landscapes of Oregon. 

Thank you for reading, go Beavs! 
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------------- Ayla Bussel & Leif Larsen -------------  

 

Platform 

A group of beavers is called a family. Seriously. And in four short years, 

that’s often what college begins to feel like: this family who you cheer 

with on game days at Reser or study with at the Valley Library. Who you 

go to the Farmer’s Market with in the spring or grab late night Beaver 

Hut with on weekends. And while we may not all know each other, we 

do share a few common values: we all want to be heard, understood, 

and represented. And that’s what we, as Beavers Together, aim to do. 

To listen, advocate, and work for you. To reach greater heights. And 

we’re not just talking about reaching the summit of Mary’s Peak. We’re 

talking about Mental Health Awareness and Advocacy, Diversity and 

Inclusion, Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change Awareness, 

and Communication and Visibility. In order to commit ourselves to these 

principles, we have established goals for each.  

To increase Mental Health Awareness, we will establish a Mental Health 

Screening Initiative for incoming students that will ease the high-school-

to-college transition and offer resources for mental health support. To 

expand sexual assault awareness, we will completely revamp programs 

like AlcoholEdu and SPAU in order to increase their effectiveness and 
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collaborate with SARC to facilitate prevention trainings at the beginning 

of each academic term.  

To support Diversity and Inclusion, we will employ a Reach Out Initiative 

where we visit each cultural center once a month to provide resources 

and structural support. We will also roll out a Cultural Competency 

Initiative which would offer a training to all professors in order to 

cultivate classroom settings that are safe and inclusive for all students.  

In the realm of Environmental Sustainability, we will take a holistic 

approach, and examine the economic, social, and environmental effects 

of climate change on underserved communities. We will work with the 

newly formed Environmental Council to establish our Back on Track 

Initiative, facilitating conversations with OSU administrators and 

officials, and enacting creative strategies to ensure we are on track to 

reach our university-wide goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2025.  

To promote freshman involvement in ASOSU, we will enact our Young 

Beavs Initiative, in which ASOSU will hold one event at the beginning of 

each term, specifically aimed at freshmen, in order to engage them 

more directly with the student body. Another aspect of Communication 

and Visibility, is our Mocha Mondays Initiative, in which we will table in 

the SEC plaza on the first Monday of each month, hand out free mochas 

to brighten students’ Mondays, and answer questions to increase 

visibility and assist students in finding the resources they need to 

improve their college experiences.  

If elected, the Beavers Together administration will strive to uphold five 

core values: respect, compassion, honesty, inclusion, and accountability. 

We will be an accessible administration that you can rely on. We will 

listen to your voice and dedicate ourselves to creating a strong, 

empowered family. We will help you reach greater heights. Because we 

are -- Beavers Together. 
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Biographies 

Ayla Bussel  

Throughout her time at OSU, Ayla continually dedicated herself to 

serving and educating her peers. She is pursuing a major in Political 

Science and a minor in Social Justice, and she hopes to begin her career 

in politics by working for a nonprofit organization post-graduation. 

As a junior, she is currently serving as a Senator in the ASOSU Senate, 

where she has served on a number of committees and introduced 

legislation that aims to limit OSU’s carbon footprint. She also serves as 

the President of the Oregon State Hillel Executive Board, and during her 

sophomore year she served as the Social Justice Director, connecting 

communities and empowering students. Her experiences with these 

organizations have inspired her to pursue the position of ASOSU 

President. As President, Ayla hopes to help her fellow beavers take on 

leadership roles and expand their involvement in student life on 

campus. By focusing her efforts on four main areas, -- Mental Health 

Awareness and Advocacy, Diversity and Inclusion, Environmental 

Sustainability and Climate Change Awareness, and Communication and 

Visibility -- she aims to ensure that her fellow Beavers have access to 

equal opportunities and feel truly motivated and prepared to grow 

during their time at OSU. 

Leif Larsen 

Over the past three years, Leif dedicated himself to working with and 

for his peers. He is pursuing a double major in Political Science and 

History and hopes to attend law school after graduation.  

As a freshman, Leif became involved on campus by representing his 

residence hall in Hall Council and in RHA. During his sophomore year, he 

began working in the ASOSU Office of Advocacy, supporting his peers 

and assisting students with changing and reforming OSU policies to 

make our university more student centered. As a junior, Leif continues 
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to work in the ASOSU Office of Advocacy, directly supporting students 

as well as serving on the Student Budget Advisory board, HSRC Advisory 

Board and Library Services. As Vice President, Leif will continue to 

advocate on behalf of students by focusing on four main areas: Mental 

Health Awareness and Advocacy, Diversity and Inclusion, Environmental 

Sustainability and Climate Change Awareness, and Communication and 

Visibility. He wants to make certain that the university is fiscally 

responsible and is dedicated to maintaining affordable tuition. His goal 

is to ensure that all Beavers are supported by the university and are 

always the first priority when the university makes decisions. 
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------------- Alex Luther & Trenton Joiner ------------- 

           

Platform 

We are Alex Luther, running for ASOSU President, and Trenton Joiner, 

running for ASOSU Vice President and we are advocates the Oregon 

State University community. Together we agree that the goal of our 

administration will be Cultivating a Holistic Community and Culture. We 

believe that with a focus on the community of OSU--including students, 

faculty, staff, and administration--we establish the norm that “No One 

Stands Alone.”  

This campaign couldn’t stand without addressing the pillar ideas that 

support our vision for OSU. There is a need to expand Representation 

on campus through visibility and awareness of student issues, a need to 

provide comprehensive Academic Support, a need for Campus Clarity 

for campus events, activities, or emergencies, and most importantly, 

there is a need for creativity and open-mindedness when addressing 

corporal Safety and holistic Wellness on and off campus.  

We find it necessary to establish a culture where OSU has a clear 

standard to promote student success in every community. We shall hold 

OSU to a standard as well, one that requires transparency by providing 

the public reports of decisions made and goal progress. By increasing 

the affordability of resources, current and future students gain the 
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opportunity to access their full potential. Holes in academic service will 

be filled with initiatives like wrap-around advising, or advising beyond 

purely academic advice and support that reaches into students’ 

extracurricular involvement and professional development. It would be 

a delusion to believe we’ve reached the epitome of student wellness 

and safety; our goal is to reevaluate the impact and response the 

university has towards students, as well as how it handles safety crises. 

Our campaign looks to foster collaboration between Dixon Recreation 

Center, Student Health Services, and Counseling And Psychological 

Services to help elevate the student experience and welfare.  

Oregon State University is home to many, with vastly different origins 

and life experiences. Our goal is to bring the community together and 

continue to grow the support for each other. We recognize that these 

different experiences and perspectives are the source of our 

community’s greatest strength and that we can utilize it for the benefit 

of everyone on our campus. We will continue to advocate for these 

ideas and many others as the community continues to grow and 

develop. Together, we will help the student body and the entirety of 

OSU to remember that No One Stands Alone.  

Luther and Joiner for 2019 -- #LutherJoiner2019 

Biographies 

Alex Luther  

My name is Alex Luther, and I am a third-year Honors English major with 

minors in Business and writing. I currently plan to attain my MBA in 

Marketing following my undergrad. I am from Roseburg, Oregon but 

have been an avid Beaver Believer my whole life. Since becoming a 

student at OSU, I have been involved in multiple organizations and 

leadership positions. I have been a content contributor for Orange 

Media Network’s student life magazine, Beaver’s Digest, and have been 

published in Prism, their literature and art journal. I am in my second 
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year as an officer of the BeaverDam Executive Board, the organization 

within OSU Athletics tasked with engaging the student section for 

athletic events. I was the Vice President of BeaverDam last year and am 

the current President. I also was the first student representative on the 

Athletics Fan Experience Committee, which started in April of 2017. I am 

in my second year as the liaison representing Athletics to the Student 

Fee Committee with ASOSU, giving me a unique experience and 

perspective with our student government. I also currently work at the 

Academic Success Center on campus and was an Academic Learning 

Assistant with UHDS for 4 terms. 

Trenton Joiner 

My name is Trenton Joiner, and I am a fourth-year Honors 

Bioengineering major with an Exercise Physiology minor. I was born and 

raised in Charlotte, North Carolina, and I have participated in many of 

the facets of student life that we all have the opportunity to enjoy at 

Oregon State. I have worked at the Lonnie B. Harris Black Cultural 

Center for the last three years, and served as a Leadership Liaison there 

for the past two years. I am the current chapter president of the newly-

chartered chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., one of the nine 

historically black Greek-lettered organizations in the National Pan-

Hellenic Council. I have performed undergraduate research in Chemical 

Engineering and the College of Forestry, and I have served as a Beaver 

Hangouts coach in Pre-College Programs for 3 years. Beaver Hangouts 

allows college students to video into Oregon middle and high school 

classes in communities that are rural, low-income, or have a high 

population of people of color population. I am also a part of several 

student organizations including the Black Student Union, National 

Society of Black Engineers, Distinguished Scholars Initiative, National 

Society of Collegiate Scholars, United Black Council, and the Equal 

Opportunities Program. 
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ASOSU Speaker of the House 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Speaker of the House? 

The Speaker of the House shall preside over all regular and special 
meetings, coordinate activities and orientations, and oversee all 
operations of the House of Representatives. The Speaker shall appoint 
the Congressional Parliamentarian, Secretary and other Officers, 
excluding the Speaker Pro Tempore. The Speaker shall serve as a 
legislative representative on the OSU Faculty Senate. The Speaker shall 
appoint chairpersons to all House Standing Committees. 
 
How many seats are open?  

1  
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ASOSU Speaker of the House  

Candidates 

-------------------- Jordan Fee -------------------- 

Platform 

The house of representatives needs a leader 

with experience and vision. My experience in 

the ASOSU coupled with my leadership skills 

makes me the ideal leader to serve as the 

next Speaker of The House of 

Representatives.  

I bring with me the most institutional 

experience on the ballot. I have served in the 

legislative branch as a member of the senate. 

I've also been serving this year as an elected 

SFC member. As someone who has seen both 

the legislative and fee components of the 

ASOSU I know I can lead the house into its most productive legislative 

year.  

The ASOSU is plagued with institutional waste, and they are wasting 

your money. I plan to introduce legislation that will streamline our 

legislative processes and curb the endless spending. I plan on working 

with the Senate to redefine the rolls of the Senate, House, and SFC in 

the fee process. The ASOSU fee budget is facing scarcity due to 

decreased enrollment and therefore available fee dollars. As speaker I 

will support a fiscal policy that encourages heavy scrutiny on any new 

spending, and to cut any spending that doesn’t bring proportional value 

back to the students who fund it. 
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Biography 

I was born in nearby Albany, and have been raised in the Willamette 

Valley my whole life. I knew since I was in grade school that I wanted to 

be a beaver. I graduated from West Albany High School in 2016 with 

honors in science and english, and couldn’t have been more excited to 

start my college career at OSU. I didn’t skip a beat in getting involved on 

campus by joining my fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi, where I now serve on the 

executive council as Chaplian. I am deeply involved with the ASOSU 

most of all. I was elected to the Senate in 2017 and served as an elected 

member of the Student Fee Committee for the 2018-2019 year. I pride 

myself in being a vocal representative of all students, and demonstrated 

this as one of the 8 senators who signed the petition to remove Andrew 

Oswalt for his actions that only sought to tear the OSU community 

apart, rather than bring us together. I also bring experience in the 

student fees process. As one of the most vocal members of the SFC I 

was never hesitant to voice my disagreement in the best interest of our 

student body. 

-------------------- Ian Walker -------------------- 

Platform 

My name is Ian Walker. I am a 3rd-year 

student studying Economics and Political 

Science with an option in Economic Law 

and Policy. It is my goal for the ASOSU to 

re-establish itself on campus as the 

resource for students to make changes 

they wish to see in their university. This 

reconnection with the student body at 

large, combined with maintaining the 

ASOSU atmosphere of academic 

excellence, and social/cultural 
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development are my main goals as a candidate for Speaker of the 

House. 

I was lucky in that I was able to get into ASOSU early on in my college 

career. Volunteering as a freshman turned into a seat on the House of 

Representatives as a Sophomore, which has since progressed into my 

current title, The Speaker Pro Tempore for the House of 

Representatives. Elected to this role by the 2018-2019 House of 

Representatives, I assist the current Speaker, Carol Moreno, with any 

tasks she deems acceptable and to act as a “backup” Speaker of the 

House for when she is absent for any reason.  

My leadership, legislative, and organizational skills have blossomed 

during my time as a part of ASOSU. During the 2017-2018 session of the 

House of Representatives, I was fortunate to be a part of a congress 

that rewrote the entire ASOSU constitution, which will come into effect 

in fall 2019. I have also been a part of many congressional committees, 

such as the Legislative Restructuring Committee, where our team 

researched the best way to run a student government. This research 

showed us how to make ASOSU the most efficient it can be, while best 

representing every single student and student group on campus.   

My main goal as Speaker of the House would be to address the lack of 

connection between the ASOSU Congress and the student body. I see a 

lack of participation in student utilization of ASOSU’s services, and 

therefore a poor sense of overall representation of students in 

Congress. I would start by making it so ASOSU representatives are 

required to attend certain on-campus events along with the ASOSU 

promotional team in order to educate students on the benefits of using 

ASOSU. This would be transitioned into weekly educational tabling 

sessions in the SEC plaza to further encourage the use of ASOSU’s 

services by students. 

Since the start, I have been presented with a multitude of challenges to 

overcome, and uncomfortable situations that have led me to grow into 
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a leader on our campus and within ASOSU. I believe that it important to 

address these situations head-on in order to maintain the best 

trajectory towards our goals, and an effort to be as transparent as 

possible when handling situations that affect all students. I want to take 

this mentality into office and immediately begin addressing existing 

problems with the help of the House of Representatives. Thank you for 

considering me for this position and make sure to vote! 

Biography 

I originally came to Oregon State in fall 2016 to study Biology, opting 

into a pre-medicine track. However, due to my amazing ability of not 

understanding chemistry at all, I found myself looking elsewhere for 

career inspiration. My main goal in my life is to be able to help people, 

and so I looked into how I could best help. This started me down the 

Pre-Law rabbit hole, of picking up a double major in Economics and 

Political science, and also got me originally involved in ASOSU.  

I come from a background of leadership that starts in high school with 

being in my high school’s Associated Student Body. This planted the 

seed which would lead me to Oregon State, where I would join the Phi 

Kappa Psi fraternity, taking on the community service chairman 

position, and then in the more recent past, as Executive Vice President. 

Now that these positions have concluded, I look forward to devoting the 

spare time and leadership effort to school and ASOSU. 
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-------------------- Dylan Young -------------------- 

Platform 

For two years I served within the 

ASOSU with its vision statement held 

closely to my heart “We believe a 

better campus, a better community, a 

better experience happens when we 

come together. You are a student. You 

have a voice. Make it known.” Now, 

more than ever, this statement means 

the world to me; it is a statement of 

hope but it is also a call to action. It 

gives me hope because we continue to strive to be an organization that 

unifies the greater campus community, one that builds coalitions with 

groups from all aspects of student life, be it Greek life, residence hall 

groups, or some of the amazing student groups that represent our 

diverse communities here on campus. However, it is also a call to action 

because there are still groups on campus that feel unrepresented which 

means that we as an organization need to do better. 

As Speaker I will attempt to reach out to those groups, I also want to 

mend relations with some groups who may have felt left out by ASOSU. 

I hope to also build and strengthen the bonds the organization has with 

Diversity and Cultural Engagement, Student Leadership & Involvement, 

and Center for Civic Engagement. We as an organization represent all 

students, and so I value the bonds that we have with current 

organizations, but I also want to foster new ones and make sure that we 

are truly representing the entire student body. 

Having served two years in the ASOSU Senate and working closely with 

both houses of Congress I hope to serve effectively and bring my 

legislative knowledge to the position. It is important to know some of 

the structure and workings of the ASOSU and knowing how the 
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meetings typically are run as this will allow us to operate as smoothly 

and efficiently as possible. This will allow members of the House to have 

the easiest time passing the important legislation that comes through 

the floor during the year, allowing us to better serve every student. 

Overall, I hope to serve as Speaker of the House in order to make sure 

the ASOSU continues to strive to fulfill their vision of making a better 

campus, community, and experience for students by coming together. I 

am a firm believer that TOGETHER we are stronger, and that TOGETHER 

we will thrive! 

Biography  

I am a third year studying Political Science and Chemistry with two 

minors in Japanese and Business. I have served for two years in the 

ASOSU Senate and served as the chair for the Student Government 

Committee both years. I also have served as the President of the 

Educational Opportunities Program’s Advisory Council helping plan 

events for the program and leading the council meetings. I currently 

serve as the Vice President of Brotherhood of my fraternity, Beta Theta 

Pi. I love serving my community in any way I can. I also love supporting 

student organizations by attending their events and I also love 

supporting my athletic peers by attending multiple athletic events. I 

truly feel at home here at Oregon State University, and hope to 

continue to give back to the university community that has given me so 

much. 
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ASOSU Student Fee Committee Chair 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Student Fee Committee 

Chair? 

The Student Fees Committee is a committee of elected students and 
unit liaisons who oversee the budgeting process for the entirety of 
student fees. Each year, the SFC revises budgetary guidelines for the 
student fee funded units, reviews executive reports, strategic plans and 
final budget submissions for the upcoming fiscal year. The student fee 
funded budgets are the Associated Students of Oregon State University 
(ASOSU), Student Leadership & Involvement (SLI), Intercollegiate 
Athletics (student ticket allocations), Performing Arts, the Memorial 
Union (MU), Recreational Sports, the Human Services Resource Center 
(HSRC), the Family Resource Center (FRC), Orange Media Network 
(OMN), Diversity & Cultural Engagement (DCE), Facility Improvements, 
Bad Debt Expense, and the Student Fees Contingency Fund. 
 
The SFC recommends fee levels for each department and then forwards 
these recommendations to the ASOSU Congress at joint session. After 
approval from ASOSU Congress, the recommendations are sent to the 
OSU Board of Trustees for final approval. The SFC is also responsible for 
conducting annual reviews of operations of the student fee 
departments. One of the most recent contributions students on SFC 
have made was the effective evaluation of the Student Experience 
Center Fee Impact alongside the Auxiliaries and Activities Business 
Center (AABC). 
 
The Student Fee Committee Chair oversees this process, including 
chairing meetings, giving presentations, and meeting regularly with 
campus stakeholders.  
 

How many seats are open?  

1  
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ASOSU Student Fee Committee Chair  

Candidates 

-------------------- Safi Ahmad -------------------- 

Platform 

CONTINUITY 

In student government, 

there is a new 

administration every year. 

This can lead to a lot of 

discontinuity of programs 

after each administration 

starts. I will work with the members of the Associated Students of OSU 

to make sure one administration’s successful programs are not ended 

after its term is over, but they are maintained and passed on to 

incoming administrations. This efficiently and effectively uses time and 

energy of the student government by avoiding yearly resets to projects 

and shared goals. 

SAFETY & INFRASTRUCTURE 

Students shouldn’t have to worry about their own safety while on 

campus. I want to initiate processes to evaluate current safety statuses 

of places around campus, while maintaining financial responsibility. 

During my time as chair, I will also work with students and 

administration to make sure both parties are included in planning out 

the needs of the university. Current infrastructure can certainly be 

improved to better facilitate the needs of students. 
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CAMPUS UNDERSTANDING 

Student government should not be accessible by a sole few, but by all. 

My platform will be to make available public information, and improve 

the outreach of current student government. By providing information 

and context, this will improve understanding of ASOSU and its 

involvement around campus. This is to make sure student government 

is accountable for its actions, which directly affect its constituents, the 

students. 

AFFORDABILITY 

No student attending university should have to worry about the cost of 

education rising every year. As job markets become more competitive, 

and degrees become more relevant, I will work with current 

administrators to make sure Oregon State University stays affordable 

and will push the university to find alternative income streams to 

manage the budget deficit caused by decline in federal and state 

funding. 

Biography 

My name is Safi, and I am currently a 4th year studying Industrial 

Engineering with a minor in Business & Entrepreneurship. I currently 

work with Diversity & Cultural Engagement as a Central Advisor. In the 

role, I’ve had the opportunity to chair the Student Advisory Board, 

provide mentorship and guidance to other peer staff, as well as actively 

reaching out, mentoring and engaging with students on campus and 

providing support for personal growth and development.  

In the year before, I worked with the Associated Students of OSU as the 

Executive Chief of Staff in the executive branch. As Chief of Staff, I had 

the honor of working with individuals who are passionate about student 

advocacy and helped lead them to accomplish their goal and vision. In 

the academic year 2016-2017, I was the student leadership liaison at the 

Ettihad Cultural Center, helped lead a team of 5 individuals, and 
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organize the second largest event on campus, the Ettihad Cultural 

Festival.  

Aside from school and work, during my first year, I had started the 

Pakistan Student Association, was president for that year, and still am a 

member of the organization. Having served in ASOSU Senate this year, I 

wish to continue the success in my new position. After graduation, I 

hope to gain some experience in the workforce, and plan to come back 

to university to get a master’s degree. In my free time, I like to play 

soccer, love to take photos and enjoy spending time with family and 

friends. 

-------------------- Emanuel Begaj -------------------- 

Platform 

Dear OSU Community, I am 

honored to be running for 

the Student Fee Committee 

chair position this coming 

year. As a proud beaver, I 

realize student fees are 

critical to the success of each 

one of us. Having previously served on this board for two consecutive 

years, I've gained extraordinary knowledge of the departments and 

services these fees support. Did you know that while student fees 

accommodate free tickets to sports events for all students, 8 out of 10 

homeless students in need are rejected due to unavailable 

accommodations? Did you know many student parents are unable to 

use OSU's childcare services, while they still pay the respective fee? A 

lot of progress has been done over the years, thanks to hard work and 

dedication. The fee has in fact substantially increased to support many 

aspects of student's needs. I believe though the prioritization of needs 

still needs some work, some aspects are more important than others, 
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the student homelessness issue is more important than providing free 

tickets to sports events for all students. I believe many of you agree that 

these fees cannot cover everything we want them to cover, in fact that 

vision is not realistic. I believe though we can restructure the fee in a 

way that supports students by providing all means for them to feel 

comfortable and safe among their peers. Due to the extremely high cost 

of tuition, there is a high level of inequality among individuals. We must 

do what is right, we must prioritize critical issues first, and then 

continue with funding the fun, entertaining, self-fulfilling activities. I will 

share these ideas with the board in hopes of bettering our community 

by removing barriers. Being a student is hard enough, let's make our 

fees more meaningful. Go Beavers! 

Biography 

I am an international student from Europe. I was born in Albania and 

raised in Italy. While busy with my studies in Industrial Engineering, I 

always find time to be a die hard soccer fan of Juventus. I've always 

been passionate about helping others and serving the community I live 

in. I've served in the SFC board for 2 consecutive years and as a SORCE 

Coordinator for 3 years. Before coming to Oregon State, I attended 

Rogue Community College in Medford where I played for the Osprey's 

soccer team. As an international students, I have experienced the 

barriers which force us to work harder, and sacrifice more than others, 

to simply feel included and be successful. For such reason I am 

dedicated in supporting this community of students, and all the other 

communities that feel they aren't treated fairly. By running for the SFC 

chair position, I believe I can make a significant impact in bringing more 

equity for all of us by making our fees more meaningful. Let's go 

Beavers! 
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-------------------- Alexandre York -------------------- 

Platform 

My name is Alex York and I am running to 

be the Student Fee Committee Chair at 

Oregon State University.  I am 

campaigning for this position because I 

want to be involved in an important 

process that affects every single student 

at OSU.  Student fees are a major source 

of funding for OSU services and programs, 

and I believe that since every student pays 

them, every student should be benefiting.  

I also believe in the fiscal responsibility of 

governing bodies.  This doesn’t mean that 

spending and fees should automatically be cut, but that every dollar 

should be spent efficiently and to the maximum benefit of students.  

This will be one of my primary goals.  I am currently an at-large member 

of the SFC, and I was nominated to be vice chair as well.  During the past 

year as SFC vice chair, I attained experience which is invaluable to be 

SFC chair.  I understand what the position requires and believe my 

experience with the OSU student fee budgeting process will allow next 

year to go smoothly.  When elected, I intend to fulfill my duty of helping 

set student fees and overseeing the process.  As stated before, I hope to 

increase the process’s efficiency and guide the new committee in 

making important budget decisions.  I will try to balance the goals of low 

student fees and supporting the services they provide.  This will be 

another primary goal.  Overall, I hope to represent the student body as 

best as I can.  I believe this will be a great experience and I hope to 

achieve that by listening to any student who wants to be heard and 

involved. 
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Biography 

I was born in Oceanside, California where I lived for a few years before 

moving to Washington State. There, my family moved around several 

more times, but we ended up living on a cow farm in Chimacum, 

Washington. I started grade school, but in the 3rd grade I moved to 

Portland, Oregon where I finished school.  I graduated with weighted 

G.P.A over 4.0 (unweighted of 3.84, partly due to a C in AP French…) and 

then began attending OSU for a degree in Chemical Engineering and a 

minor in Computer Science. I am due to graduate this year, but I plan on 

attending OSU next year to satisfy dental school requirements.  During 

college, I’ve had different jobs including working at an optics 

manufacturing plant and an OSU wood engineering lab doing research 

with polymers. 
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ASOSU Student Fee Committee At-Large Member 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Student Fee Committee At-

Large Member? 

The Student Fee Committee (SFC) is a committee of elected students 
and unit liaisons who oversee the budgeting process for the entirety of 
student fees. Each year, the SFC revises budgetary guidelines for the 
student fee funded units, reviews executive reports, strategic plans and 
final budget submissions for the upcoming fiscal year. The student fee 
funded budgets are the Associated Students of Oregon State University 
(ASOSU), Student Leadership & Involvement (SLI), Intercollegiate 
Athletics (student ticket allocations), Performing Arts, the Memorial 
Union (MU), Recreational Sports, the Human Services Resource Center 
(HSRC), the Family Resource Center (FRC), Orange Media Network 
(OMN), Diversity & Cultural Engagement (DCE), Facility Improvements, 
Bad Debt Expense, and the Student Fees Contingency Fund. 
 
The SFC recommends fee levels for each department and then forwards 
these recommendations to the ASOSU Congress at joint session. After 
approval from ASOSU Congress, the recommendations are sent to the 
OSU Board of Trustees for final approval. The SFC is also responsible for 
conducting annual reviews of operations of the student fee 
departments. One of the most recent contributions students on SFC 
have made was the effective evaluation of the Student Experience 
Center Fee Impact alongside the Auxiliaries and Activities Business 
Center (AABC). 
 
The Student Fee Committee At-Large Member reviews unit budgets, 
meets weekly, and helps recommend fees to ASOSU congress, 
representing an integral role in ASOSU’s fee setting process.  
 

How many seats are open?  

4  
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ASOSU Student Fee Committee At-Large Member 

Candidates 

---------------------- Min Seo Park ----------------------- 

Platform 

2018 was quite a year for economics and 

politics. President Trump declared trade 

war on China, border humanitarian crisis 

has caused grief, and the new tax law was 

proposed. In 2019, we expect to see more 

irregularities in economic policies. 

Regardless, it’s important that we as a 

higher education institution do our best to 

effectively allocate limited funds logically. 

As a House Representative, I’ve learned that 

with diminishing student enrollment and 

increasing tuition, it’s becoming extremely difficult for OSU to allocate 

funds to the diverse group of organizations present around campus. In 

this year’s joint congress, Senate and the House debated over the lack 

of funds DCE is expected to receive in fiscal year 20. Although these 

budgets were sent to mediation, I believe it was the lack of insight 

between the congressional members and SFC that such an incident 

occurred. I acknowledge the fact that mediation is a tool ASOSU uses to 

restructure budgets when denied by Congress. However, such time-

sensitive materials should be consulted rigorously by the student 

government as a whole. Therefore, my interest as part of the SFC 

Committee At-Large Member is to appropriate the budgets according to 

the fair and strict standards set by the committee and the members 

within. 

Biography 
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Sophomore studying Business Administration with a focus on 

entrepreneurship and management and minoring in Computer Science. 

He is currently involved in ASOSU’s House of Representatives and is 

fairly knowledgeable in the economy. In his spare time, he dabbles in 

the market by trading ETFs, Options, bonds, and commodities. He 

aspires to create a positive impact on a diverse population throughout 

the world by contributing his monetary expertise via high impact 

organizations and companies. In his free time, he listens to Bloomberg 

podcasts and reads Reddit. 

       -------------- Mohammed Shakibnia ----------------- 

Platform 

I believe that no student should be worried 

about tuition increases and working two or 

three jobs to pay their tuition. Every person 

on this campus who is interested in pursuing 

higher education should be able to regardless 

of their family's background or social status. 

In addition, I believe in a firm commitment to 

diversity, equity, social justice, 

representation, and inclusion on campus. 

Programs that emphasize building a more 

socially just future on our campus must be supported with the 

resources they need to thrive. We should take pride and emphasize 

cultural diversity by centering the voices of communities that need it 

the most, and by creating much-needed conversations surrounding 

critical issues we face. I will do my best to make sure that Oregon State 

University ensures racial, social, and economic justice for all its 

students. 

No student attending university should have to worry about the cost of 

education rising every year. As job markets become more competitive, 
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and degrees become more relevant, I will work with current 

administrators to make sure Oregon State University stays affordable 

and will push the university to find alternative income streams to 

manage the budget deficit caused by decline in federal and state 

funding. 

Biography 

I am currently a junior studying Political Science and Philosophy. I have 

worked at the Ettihad Cultural Center on campus for two years, now 

serving the Ettihad community as a leadership-liaison. As someone who 

was born and raised in Corvallis, I am familiar with the needs of our 

campus and non-campus wide community. I have worked for a year as 

an intern for the Oregon State Men's soccer team, giving me a 

perspective on the needs of athletics programs at OSU. After college, 

my goals are to attend law school to study immigration, civil rights, or 

human rights law, and to teach in higher education in the future. 
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ASOSU Senator 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Senator? 

Senators shall represent the interests of the student body to the 
best of their abilities and shall stand ready to assist students in 
matters relating to the ASOSU. Senators shall be seated on up to 
two Committees in the Senate. Conference Committees and 
Independent Committees shall not count towards a Senator’s two 
committees. Each Senator shall be required to hold one office 
hour a week excluding Finals Week. 
 
How many seats are open? 

6 
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ASOSU Senator 

Candidates 

------------------- Denice Gonzalez ------------------- 

Platform 

My name is Denice Gonzalez and I am running 

for the position of ASOSU Senator for the 

upcoming school year. I am currently an 

ASOSU Undergraduate House Representative 

and I really enjoy being able to listen to the 

ideas and opinions of students during my 

office hours. Many times students have so 

much to say and all they need is a peer who 

will bring these issues towards the attention 

of OSU. As an ASOSU Senator, I will do the best in my ability to 

communicate the concerns of students to the rest of the ASOSU Student 

Government no matter how big or small the issues may be. I believe 

every student has a voice and my goal is to make it be heard by people 

who can help make a difference. Although some issues can be solved 

within a short period of time, others are long term but no matter the 

time or place I want to be a helping hand for students at Oregon State 

University.  I know there is so much that can be done with the right 

amount of time like improve SafeRide, create programs that promote 

student safety and inclusion around campus. With this being said, I have 

learned so much with my current position and I want to be able to keep 

on doing this for the upcoming school year in order to keep the needs of 

the OSU community heard. 

Biography 
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I am a second year student at OSU and I am majoring in Business 

Administration. I am also a member of the OSU Management club and 

during my free time, I really enjoy spending time outdoors hiking! 

-------------------- Cole Hansen ---------------------- 

Platform 

Oregon State is home to me as it is to most of 

its students. As a community we work and 

succeed together in all aspects of life. As a 

student, I want to do what I can to make 

Oregon State welcoming to its students and 

ensure that we are all able to best reach our 

highest potential. I love this school and this 

campus wholeheartedly; I want to see it and us, 

its student population thrive. According to 

reports, our enrollment is down and while some of that may be 

attributed to factors outside our control, we have a responsibility to 

make sure we are taking every necessary step to make our beloved 

campus a welcome space for everyone. We need to take concerns 

seriously and make strident efforts to resolve each of them where 

possible. I believe that I have the necessary skills to legislate fairly and 

come to each issue and impasse with fresh perspective and energy. I 

can perform the essential functions of this position exceptionally. I have 

worked on Oregon House of Representative campaigns around the state 

and am familiar with policy process on the state level. These 

experiences have prepared and uniquely qualify me for this position. I 

feel a great sense of responsibility and moreover an intense feeling of 

gratitude for this institution and my fellow peers. Though we may not 

be perfect, we can and must strive for better together. I am humbled by 

the opportunity for your consideration in this endeavor. 

Biography 
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I was born and raised in Corvallis and attended public schools in the 

Corvallis School District from Kindergarten through high school. I 

graduated from Corvallis High School in June of 2016. For me the 

decision to attend Oregon State was an easy one, this city is my home. I 

am a 3rd year student pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political 

Science with a focus in Law and Politics. My dream job would be a US 

Attorney. In my professional life I am employed with Oregon State 

University as a customer service representative in the Office of Business 

Affairs. I love my job and I have the best co-workers anyone could ask 

for. In my free time I enjoy writing, reading, and spending time with my 

family. I am the eldest of four children and a third generation Beaver. 

------------------- Sienna Kaske ---------------------- 

Platform 

Oregon State University is a 

place I call home and is an 

institution that I love dearly, 

but I also see where it needs to 

improve. An issue that I have 

noticed on campus is the 

disconnection between campus leaders--both student and 

administrative--and the OSU community they seek to serve. In my role 

as a student leadership liaison at the Women and Gender Center, I have 

seen this lack of communication between leaders on campus and the 

students they serve. When leaders make important decisions regarding 

legislative stances or changes occurring on campus and leave out 

underrepresented voices, we could be negatively affecting their 

experiences on our campus. A solution to this problem would be to 

build broad coalition between student leaders and student groups on 

campus. This would mean leaders would be actively seeking out the 

opinions of every student on campus instead of waiting for those 

students to come and talk to them. Often times students have to work 
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1-2 jobs and have other co-curriculars, so we need to go to them. If 

appointed to Senate, I would reach out to various student organizations, 

attend their club meetings and schedule meetings with them, and 

encourage other senators to do the same that way we have a strong 

relationship with our community and there is no disconnect between 

leaders and students. 

Biography 

My name is Sienna Kaske (she/her) and I am a second-year 

undergraduate student studying Ethnic Studies and Sociology with an 

option in crime and justice. I am a native Oregonian with a passion for 

social justice and public policy. Through my time as a student leadership 

liaison at the Women and Gender Center, community outreach 

coordinator with Here to Stay, a contributing director with DAMchic, 

KBVR FM DJ, and newly appointed undergraduate representative in 

ASOSU, I have been fortunate to be around so many bright and amazing 

people. I am dedicated to go above and beyond my job description 

because I care about the Oregon State community and want to make it 

a better place for everyone. Oregon State should be a place for all 

students to thrive and be successful and I believe student leaders can 

aid other students in that process. I am committed to serving the 

students of Oregon State University in any position I am in and will work 

until students feel that they have been included in student government 

affairs. 
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---------------- Theresacam Nguyen -------------- 

Platform 

Since coming to Oregon State, I have 

been amazed and inspired by the drive of 

students to give back to their 

communities, which is why I am running 

to be one of your voices on the ASOSU 

Senate. As the term goes by, our stress 

levels are at an all-time high and many of 

us have concerning issues that need to be 

addressed immediately. I am ready to be 

an advocate for your voice and listen wholeheartedly to your concerns 

because I believe that your voice matters and should be heard. In the 

end, I hope to impact our Beaver Nation with the following major 

platforms and have your trust in my ability to be there for you: 

1. Inclusivity 

a. Provide support, guidance, and opportunities for cultural clubs and 

their cultural events. 

b. Promote professional and personal advancement for 

underrepresented students by facilitating collaboration between 

university services and student resources. 

2. Mental Health 

a. Expand peer counseling resources on campus and shorten wait times 

by hiring more professionals at CAPS. 

b. Develop a match application to facilitate access to mental health 

resources based on individual preferences, and meeting the needs of 

diverse identities through outreach and programming. 

3. Innovation 
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a. Establish a program that empowers students to make meaningful 

connections to resources, people, and the greater Corvallis community. 

b. Address overcrowding issue in study spaces by expanding people-

flow tracking system. 

Thank you for your time and go Beavs! 

Biography 

Theresacam Nguyen is a first-year pre-med student majoring in biology. 

In her free time, she enjoys playing the violin, looking at cute corgi 

pictures on Instagram, and exploring new places. She has spent a 

majority of her life in Clackamas, Oregon and is grateful for her parents 

who immigrated here from Vietnam. Their hardships have taught her to 

be open-minded, patient, and compassionate towards others.  

In high school, Theresacam was actively involved in the National Honor 

Society, which has prepared her for this opportunity on ASOSU Senate. 

At OSU, she is involved in the OSU Symphony, Educational 

Opportunities Program (EOP), and the Integrative Biology Club. In 

addition to her involvement on campus, she is currently conducting 

undergraduate research under Dr. Indra. If elected on the ASOSU 

Senate, she plans to make sure everyone on campus feels included, has 

access to mental health support, and can creatively express themselves. 
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-------------- Isabel Nunez ------------------ 

Platform 

Hello, my name is Isabel 

Núñez Pérez and I am 

running for a seat on Senate. 

I ask you to vote in order to 

support positive change on 

this campus. 

During my time serving as a 

representative I have recognized a lack of awareness amongst the 

students in ASOSU affairs. One of my goals if I were to be elected would 

be to increase that awareness as many of these decisions tie into 

student fees and tuition. To obtain details about why administrative 

salaries are so high and why the cost of our education keeps getting 

more and more expensive out of year. Education is a right, not just for 

the rich and privileged. Which is why I will work towards awareness 

about why these things are happening and the reasoning behind these 

decisions.  

I will also hold the university accountable to their Diversity Statement.  

The administration only does so much to address the issues that 

students face on a white majority campus. We need to hold the 

administration accountable to the statements that they make or 

release. The OSU diversity initiative is well intentioned but not much has 

been done as far as getting the administration and the students to work 

together. Especially in this political climate it is imperative that students 

unite together to combat issues that negatively impact marginalized 

communities. Allowing people that stand for hate to speak out is 

demonstrating that their behavior is acceptable. That they can exploit 

their privilege in order to spread their messages of oppression. As a 

Senator I will hold administration accountable to the interests of the 
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student body such a tuition, public safety, and advocacy. I encourage 

you to participate in these elections by choosing who represents you 

and your interests. Please vote Núñez. A vote for Change. 

Biography 

Hello! My name is Isabel Núñez Pérez and I am a sophomore majoring in 

Political Science International Affairs option with a minor in Spanish 

Language. I hail from the Wine Country of Northern California in the 

surrounding area of Healdsburg. I am also a first-generation student 

with parents who immigrated here to provide their children with the 

best opportunities possible. For them I am grateful. I love the outdoors, 

climbing and binge-watching House of Cards. My favorite genres of 

music are Cumbia, Bachata, R&B and Latin Pop. Catch me dancing by 

myself and bumpin music wherever I go. 

---------------- Dylan Perfect-------------- 

Platform 

Hello! My name’s Dylan Perfect, and I 

am running for the position of ASOSU 

Senator. I am extremely excited to 

continue to advocate on behalf of the 

student body, whether by fighting for 

tuition affordability, establishing 

resources for students, or working to 

build a student government inclusive 

of graduate and non-traditional 

student populations. I hope you’ll consider my platform and vision for 

ASOSU, and for our University as a whole. 

During my current term in the ASOSU Senate, I have worked 

consistently to advocate on behalf of students. I have sponsored a 

resolution in favor of medical amnesty exceptions to university code of 
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conduct policies for students found in possession of prohibited 

substances, so that students can call for help in an emergency without 

fear of punishment. I have also sponsored legislation to help Oregon 

State meet its environmental goals for carbon neutrality, and 

introducing carbon offsets for ASOSU’s lobbying trip to Washington, 

D.C. 

Since my first year at OSU, I have joined student leaders in talking to 

state legislators to advocate on behalf of the accessibility and 

affordability of higher education and will continue to do so. As a 

student, I don’t believe it should be necessary to go into debt to receive 

a quality education, and firmly believe we as students can make real 

change. 

Altogether, the main goals of my campaign for ASOSU Senate are as 

follows: 

➤ Build partnerships with ASOSU Representatives and Senators to pass 

resolutions that advocate for the opportunities provided to students, in 

and out of the classroom 

➤ Set affordable student incidental fees, and maximize the benefits 

students gain from student fee funded programs (events, services, on-

campus jobs, etc.) 

➤ Open opportunities for less-represented constituencies 

Together, I believe we can build an education that works for all of us. Go 

beavs! 

 

 

Biography 
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Currently serving as an ASOSU Senator, Dylan Perfect is an 

undergraduate student and member of the university Honors College 

with interests in English and Political Science.  

Having been voted by the ASOSU Senate to serve as the President pro 

tempore, he has advocated for change in a variety of areas, including 

medical amnesty for emergencies on campus, university carbon goals, 

records access, and above all, maintaining reasonable student fees 

while avoiding cuts to student jobs. Even before joining the ASOSU 

Congress, Dylan has advocated on behalf of higher education to policy 

makers and others involved in the decision-making process.  

Dylan believes there is strength in diversity. Looking to continue 

working to ensure ASOSU represents all students with a commitment to 

excellence – including veterans, non-traditional students, and under-

represented communities – he is running again for the position of 

ASOSU Senator. 

         ------------------- Jackson Salim --------------------- 

                             

Platform 

As a member of the Oregon State 

community for the better part of two 

years, I have noticed that despite our 

best efforts, most of our voices remain 

unheard.  

School fees are consistently rising often 

without clear transparency, expensive 

textbooks, and even the lack of awareness on discrimination and sexual 

assault that exist on our beloved campus. These issues place 

unacceptable burden, both financially and psychologically, on our 

college experience which is formative for our future as valuable 
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members of the society. As such, it is my priority to ensure that the 

focus of the student government is to help lighten the load of OSU’s 

students through by making our voices heard and acted upon. 

To this end, I will be prioritizing greater inclusiveness of our diverse 

student body, increasing recognition of the daily problems that we face 

whilst collaborating with existing programs by expanding their scope 

and outreach to aid our fellow students, thus better serving the OSU 

student body in what I believe a practical and realistic manner.  

 

I believe I will be able to add value to ASOSU by bringing in fresh 

methodology and perspectives through my past experiences as member 

of the Student Council and executive leadership roles in my time 

abroad, as such to benefit discourse and pave the way for positive, 

visible and measurable real change to the Beaver community. 

It is my firm belief that being a part of ASOSU Senate will empower me 

to serve my fellow students by giving them a greater voice, engagement 

and ownership of our beloved community. 

Biography 

Jackson currently majors in Industrial Engineering and is interested in 

pursuing Finance post-graduation. He has volunteered as a SEAGAMES 

coordinator during his time in Singapore and has held leadership 

positions such as Student Council, VP of Concert Band and President of 

the Guitar Ensemble throughout high school to community college. He 

also often volunteered for causes that he believed in, often volunteering 

time for the local non-profit bicycle collective for donation drives as a 

college freshman, and the planning & coordinating of community 

service events to various nursing homes and orphanages whilst in 

Singapore and Indonesia. As a Junior, upset with the lack of measurable 

real change in conditions during his time in OSU, Jackson decided to 

divert focus to help overlooked issues to be brought to light, such as 
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creating a more affordable access to textbooks, raising awareness on 

sexual assault prevention and creating a friendlier and inclusive 

environment for all student groups in the school.  

He wishes to be a representative for fellow students through advocacy 

in ASOSU and hopes to increase engagement of fellow students into the 

school community that will enable their concerns to be acted upon. 

---------------- Christopher Wilson-------------- 

             

Platform 

I envision the ASOSU 

government body to be a 

student driven service as a 

means of providing and aiding 

in communicating student 

ideals to our partner, the 

Oregon State University 

Administration.  The legislative 

branch within ASOSU is a key 

component in the 

administration and allocation of the student fees each students pays 

when attending this university.  Those student fees are then utilized to 

fund various student services on campus such as the Student Health 

Center, Diversity and Cultural Engagement, CAPS, as well as other 

functions on campus that as a student may go unseen.  In recent years, 

ASOSU has been gearing up with improvements not only to benefit the 

student population directly through activism and passing resolutions, 

but also in the internal function of how ASOSU operates.  This strive of 

continuous improvement is one of my core values and is a process I 

wish to see continue in ASOSU.  Student government is supposed to 

serve as a means as a direct representation of the student body; all 
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those identifying as women, men, people of color, as well as openly 

LGBTQ+ alike should feel represented by someone in ASOSU Congress. 

Whether that be a person specifically or someone who has one of those 

certain population's interests in mind, representation of all would bring 

about social collaboration on our campus. Lastly, there lies a distinctive 

gap between the students who are aware of ASOSU and those who have 

never heard of the governing body. This is quite concerning as ASOSU is 

vital to how Oregon State's campus operates. 

Biography 

Over my past three years on campus, I have increased my association 

with the Oregon State community through the various social clubs I 

participate in and positions I have held for employment.  I currently 

serve as a Sports Programs Associate within Dixon Recreational Sports 

providing customer service for students.  My involvement on campus 

stems to the many leadership and mentoring positions I have as well.  I 

am a member of several clubs such as The National Society of Black 

Engineers where I am the Secretary, Supply Chain Club, Black Student 

Union, and The Distinguished Scholars Initiative where I am able to peer 

mentor underclassmen of minority backgrounds serving as a role model 

in academics and in life.  I am dedicated to making change on this 

campus and realize that change can be gradual through interpersonal 

connections and empathy 
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---------------- McKenna Zandecki -------------- 

             

Platform 

I am passionate about progressing the 

community students live in. I will endeavor 

to create innovative ways for the campus to 

be more sustainable. There is a need for 

more lights on campus, for improved safety, 

and I plan to change that. Certain locations 

on campus are extremely dark and people 

deserve to feel safe at night. I will strive to 

propose new ways to involve every student and improve student 

relations. I care about the well being of each student at the university. I 

will do anything and everything in my power to make Oregon State 

enjoyable university, one that people are proud to say they attend. 

Biography 

I am a sophomore double majoring in Merchandising Management and 

Design Management. I was born and raised in Oregon and take pride in 

being able to call this state home. I am a contributor director for 

DAMChic and appreciate the opportunities the publication brings to 

everyone involved. Fashion involves a huge part of my life and I desire 

to obtain a career within the industry. The industry inspires me to 

continuously improve and change with our society. I am passionate 

about the health of our planet. I hope to improve production within our 

country and eventually reduce our waist. I care about the mental and 

physical health of every student on campus and hope to improve life at 

our university. 
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Graduate Representative 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Graduate Representative? 

Representatives shall represent the interests of the student body 
to the best of their abilities and shall stand ready to assist 
students in matters relating to the ASOSU. Representatives shall 
be seated on up to two Committees in the House of 
Representatives. Conference Committees and 
Independent Committees shall not be count towards a 
Representative’s two committees. Each Representative shall be 
required to hold one office hour a week excluding Finals Week. 
 

How many positions are open? 

5 
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ASOSU Graduate Representative 

Candidates 

---------------- Erin Abernethy -------------- 

Platform 

As the President of the 
graduate student labor union 
(Coalition of Graduate 
Employees, CGE) for the 
2018-19 school year, I am 
aware of the concerns of 
many students at OSU, and I 
work to address them while 

also partnering with entities at OSU and in our community to foster a 
safer and supportive environment for us. During the 2019-20 academic 
year, I would like to continue in a leadership role amplifying and 
empowering the voices of our diverse graduate population through 
ASOSU. I hear you and will continue to listen. I will work to make sure 
that OSU hears you. 
 

Biography 

As a white, cis-gender, queer woman, I've done a lot of self-educating 
since arriving at OSU for my PhD, both for my ecology research and for 
my personal development. While not doing field work on rivers, I seek 
out opportunities to learn about identities that are not my own and the 
struggles of marginalized and minoritized people. I will continue to do 
this work and continue to listen as one of the graduate representatives 
to ASOSU. 
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---------------- Jordan Harper -------------- 

Platform 

I am running to be a graduate 

student representative because I 

have a strong passion for public 

service, teaching, and the 

advocacy of science. I can bring 

both a unique perspective, as well 

as years of relevant prior 

experience to the ASOSU House 

of Representatives, and as such, I 

believe I would make an excellent 

representative for the graduate 

student population at OSU. 

Furthermore, the department of chemistry boasts one of the largest 

graduate student populations on campus. Electing me would 

automatically allow for much easier engagement between ASOSU and a 

significant portion of the graduate student population in general.   

I am also struck by the fact that, despite having five reserved seats in 

the ASOSU House of Representatives, graduate students do not have 

similar representation in the ASOSU Senate. Therefore, if elected, one of 

my first actions will be to propose legislation creating two new senator 

positions reserved for graduate students. Additionally, all the elected 

members of the associated students at my previous institution were 

paid, and I believe this is an idea that should absolutely be implemented 

at OSU. 

Biography 

I am a graduate student in the OSU chemistry department, working in 

Prof. Paul Cheong’s lab. I was born and raised in England before moving 

to Boise, Idaho, where I graduated from high school. I did my 
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undergraduate work at the University of Idaho, earning bachelor’s 

degrees in Chemistry, Biology, and Music Composition. While at U of I, I 

was an active member of the Greek system, serving for 3 and ½ years in 

several different positions on the Interfraternity Council. I also held 

various positions within the Associated Students of the University of 

Idaho, and within my own fraternity chapter.  

In my free time, I am an avid guitarist. I have been playing the guitar for 

nearly 10 years and spend a considerable amount of my free time 

practicing. I currently play in the OSU classical guitar ensemble and have 

previously played in the OSU jazz band; when not practicing, I can often 

be found at rock concerts. In the summer, I also sail competitively at 

Eugene Yacht Club. 

---------------- Meredith Abernethy -------------- 

 Platform 

I wish to represent Graduate Student 
interests with the university, especially 
topics related to campus resources for grad 
students, budget and funding for GRA 
positions, housing affordability issues, and 
diversity, equity, and inclusion across 
campus infrastructure and programming. 

 

 

Biography 

I am a M.S. student in Forest Ecosystems and Society, studying 
collaborative, community-based models of forest governance. I love 
being a part of a vibrant and diverse academic community here at OSU, 
but know that it needs to be pushed to be better.  I moved here from 
California, where I studied Forestry at UC Berkeley, worked in a 
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redwood forest, and led environmental education programs for kids. I 
enjoy getting involved in my community, and have been involved in 
various forms of social justice activism, from climate justice campaigns, 
to the Sanctuary City movement, to the movement for housing justice 
and rent control in Santa Cruz, California. In my free time (which is hard 
to come by in grad school), I enjoy playing folk music, hiking, and 
creative writing. 

---------------- Aaron Kratzer -------------- 

 Platform 

As an Applied Economics student, I have an 
interest in analyzing problems and finding 
effective solutions. I also have significant 
experience in professional communication, 
and commutating though conflict and with 
controversial topics. I keep detailed notes 
and have an interest in representing many 
types of students. I believe that it is 
important to take many current and future 
students' perspectives into account when 

discussing policy goals. 
 
Biography 

Aaron received his bachelor's of science in physics in 2014, and worked 
for several years for a local nonprofit that serves at-risk youth. 
Beginning his master's in Applied Economics in September 2018, Aaron 
enjoys discussing implications of policy change and believes in a healthy 
mix of dialog and evidence-based decision making. 
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Undergraduate Representative 

What are the responsibilities of the ASOSU Graduate Representative? 

Representatives shall represent the interests of the student body 
to the best of their abilities and shall stand ready to assist 
students in matters relating to the ASOSU. Representatives shall 
be seated on up to two Committees in the House of 
Representatives. Conference Committees and 
Independent Committees shall not be count towards a 
Representative’s two committees. Each Representative shall be 
required to hold one office hour a week excluding Finals Week. 
 

How many positions are open? 

20 
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ASOSU Undergraduate Representative 

Candidates 

---------------- Braam Beresford -------------- 

Platform 

As an existing member of the 
House of Representatives I seek 
to offer a broader 
representation of students on 
campus.  ASOSU and student run 
programs as a whole cannot be 
effective or competitive without 
significant involvement from the 
student body. I hope to continue 
bringing my engineering 

perspective and personal beliefs in efficiency, lower waste, and greater 
representation to the student budget will be beneficial to the overall 
discussion. It is a strong belief of mine that in voicing one’s opinion, 
even when different to most, a person improves and not impairs 
healthy discussion and decision making process. 

 

Biography 

I am a South African born Electrical and Computer Engineering student 
who immigrated to the United States in middle school. I thoroughly 
enjoy computers (thankfully :p), the outdoors, taking strange classes, 
and a little bit of politics. A number of members of my family including 
my parents are reporters which I think is helpful for understanding the 
world outside of engineering. I’m also taking Mandarin (I highly 
recommend) and work at the Center for Applied Systems and Software 
here on campus.  
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I'm on the right in the picture! I don't photograph well. 
 

---------------- Mattia Carbonaro -------------- 

Platform 

Hello! My name is Mattia Carbonaro, 
and I'm running for a seat as an 
undergraduate representative for the 
ASOSU House of Representatives. 
Having served as a representative this 
year, being able to continue to 
represent my peers at OSU next year 
would be a great honor. I believe that 
this year has given me the tools and 
training to continue to effectively 
serve as a representative. 

As a lesbian in STEM, I know how it feels to be underrepresented, and I 
know the strength that diversity gives a community. I believe a 
community that fails to account for all of its members is a failing one, 
and that people’s differences are what helps all of us grow. Differences 
in race, religion, gender, gender identity and expression, sexual 
orientation, ability, country of origin, and anything else is how our 
communities grow, learn, and become better places for those who will 
take our places in the future. I want to continue to advocate for 
underrepresented groups in ASOSU, even ones that I myself am not a 
part of. I believe in standing up for each other, for protecting vulnerable 
members of our community, and continuing to push to give everyone at 
OSU the tools they need to succeed. I believe that it is important to 
advocate for your peers, even if you specifically have nothing to gain 
from it, because we are stronger when we stand together. We achieve 
more when we stand together. And most importantly, we are our best 
when we stand together. 
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Biography 

Mattia Carbonaro is currently a third year mathematics major here at 
OSU. Originally from the Portland metro area, she loves the Pacific 
Northwest and is proud to be a member of the Oregon State University 
community here in Corvallis. She loves both her cat and her dog, her 
bullet journal, baking, and true crime documentaries. 
 

---------------- Autumn Cogdill -------------- 

Platform 

Hello my name is 
Autumn Cogdill, I am a 
freshman Political 
Science major at Oregon 
State University. I would 
like to run for a 
representative position 
because I am passionate 

about leading others and making a change. This will be possible if I 
become involved in student government and if I am elected into office. 
 
Biography 

I grew up in a very small town located in Southern Oregon. My high 
school had less than 400 students and with my community being so 
small it lacked events and opportunities for students. My freshman year 
I became class president and came up with some new ideas for activities 
within the town. This included movie nights, more school dances, and 
various other school activities. With these new ideas brought forth 
challenges we needed someone to plan the events, host the events,  
and fund the events. Eventually with the help of my classmates and 
faculty members we made the events into traditions and students had 
more things to do after school. Imposing changes like the example 
provided above was just a small portion of the many things we achieved 
as a leadership class. We also hosted community service events, ran 
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sporting events, funded other school clubs, and started a mentoring 
program at school. Leadership improved so many aspects of my high 
school career and gave me experience and skills I still use today. Some 
of those skills include; communication, computer skills, team work, 
organization, public speaking and so much more. I would love to be able 
to bring my current skills to OSU student government and build upon 
them. Leadership was a huge part of my high school career and I would 
love to carry that through college and improve Oregon State one new 
idea at a time. 
 

---------------- Nathan Dowling -------------- 

Platform 

As a member of ASOSU I will strive above all 
else to help every student feel noticed and 
welcome. My time at this school has been 
amazing and I want to give back, not just to 
the school itself, but to all those who call it 
home. 

 

 

Biography 

I am a sophomore from Portland, Oregon studying mechanical 
engineering and pursuing a minor in computer science. In high school I 
played lacrosse and ran cross country. In my free time I love producing 
music and spending time with my friends. I am a member of the Phi 
Kappa Psi fraternity and spend a good deal of my time working for my 
house. 
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---------------- Thomas Fitzgerald-------------- 

Platform 

Oregon State University has 
given me so much and I want 
to give back and help improve 
life on campus for all students. 
By getting involved in ASOSU I 
feel like I am fulfilling my civic 
duty by helping improve the 
overall wellbeing of the 
student body. I plan to 

represent underprivileged students so they can get the same 
opportunities as everybody else here at Oregon State University. 
 
Biography 

I was originally born in Melbourne, Australia but I've spent the last 12 
years living in Oregon and Michigan. I'm a political science major with a 
focus on environmental politics. I'm also a transfer student from Lane 
Community College in Eugene, Oregon. 
 

---------------- Elizabeth Gardner -------------- 

Platform 

Hello, my name is Elle K. 
Gardner. As far as I am aware, 
very few freshmen are aware 
of what ASOSU is, let alone the 
fact that the fact that they are 
paying for it. My goal as a 
representative is to inform the 

freshman class of not only what ASOSU is, but also what they’re paying 
for and how essential and impactful upon life of all students, freshman 
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or otherwise, that ASOSU is. I look forward to the potential of working 
with all of you, and am excited by the potential to include the freshmen 
in both awareness of the ASOSU and the concept of participation. 
 
Biography 

My name is Elle K. Gardner. I am a freshman majoring in University of 
Exploratory Studies. I am interested in ballroom dancing and rock 
climbing. I hope I can have a positive impact on the student body at 
Oregon State. 
 

---------------- James Jones -------------- 

Platform 

As a student representative my goal is to 
provide a voice for the unheard students, 
creating and supporting fiscally 
responsible legislation in which diversity 
will lead to an exceptional college 
experience and improve academic success 
by ensuring the collective collegiate ideals 
will be embraced by the ASOSU. I would 
also like to encourage joint Oregon State 

University and local community programs to provide work involvement 
and community service to reach combined goals of academia and 
experience. 
 
Biography 

Current Undergraduate Student at Oregon State University in the 
College of Public Health and Human Sciences as a BS in Kinesiology with 
a Pre-Therapy Allied Health track and an emphasis in Athletic Training.   
 
Academic Background: I graduated from Onate High School in 2005 with 
a 3.7 GPA, earning the American Legion Award for leadership, member 
of the American Honor Society, Varsity Basketball team, Junior Varsity 
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Wrestling. I attended New Mexico State University, earning my 
Associate’s Degree in General Studies with a 3.15 GPA from Central 
Texas College in 2015, maintained a 3.0 GPA with American Military 
University, and become a National Certified Emergency Medical 
Technician from Fayetteville Technical Community College in 2017.  
 
Work Background: 3 months General Laborer with the Department of 
Parks and Recreation in Las Cruces, NM; 3 months Kitchen Aid Child Day 
Care; 12 years as an Operations and Information Technology Plans 
Manager; eight months Emergency Medical Technician.  
 
Fiscal Experience:  
1 year of assistant procurement officer 
1 year of planning and budget committees 
5 years of Operational Management 
 
Diversity and Representation: 
4 years of EO/EEO representative handling education of cultural, 
gender, and religious diversity as well as handling complaints of equality 
violations. 
 

---------------- Klaus Mendez -------------- 

Platform 

I want to see DRASTIC drops in tuition and 
food costs and better living conditions for 
students. I would make college free if I 
could. I am a huge supporter of the LGBTQ 
community as well as culture clubs and I 
would like to fulfill their wishes for a 
better OSU campus. I am also opposed to 

the changes to title 9 that Betsy DeVos has made in terms of how 
colleges deal with sexual assault. The now policies make it harder for 
colleges to investigate and effectively respond to sexual assault. 
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Furthermore it engages in victim blaming and places the responsibility 
on the shoulders of the victim 
 
Biography 

I was born in Silicon Valley California and at the age of 6 months my 
family decided to move to Oregon. I spent much of my time on a farm in 
Terrebonne, Oregon. In the fourth grade I moved to Bend Oregon due 
to its nicer schools and better education. In middle school I skipped 7th 
grade math and took Algebra 2 in the 8th grade. In high school I took AP 
Calculus as a sophomore. I also participated in cross country, track and 
field during my first two years and participated in wrestling and football 
my 2nd two years. I was in national honor society in high school and 
won the award for best participation in the physical education 
department. Currently I love to hang with friends, work out and read 
authors like Howard Zinn. 
 

---------------- Anthony Minniti -------------- 

Platform 

Currently there seems to me a loss 
of nuance and  thought in politics. I 
sit strongly on the median of 
classical liberal and libertarian. My 
primary focus as a member of 
ASOSU will be to facilitate 
reasoned debate in the forum. 
Some of the kinds of questions I 
want to make sure are getting 
answered are: 

    • What evidence is there that _____________ is effective? 
    • Is the expected result really worth the cost to the students?  
    • What programs does the collage have that place an unnecessary 
burden on the students? 
        ◦ What can ASOSU do to help reduce that burden? 
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    • Is ASOSU being as efficient in it’s actions as possible? 
I’m a supporter of efficiency and lean operations. I will take the time to 
look into ASOSU operations and promote dialog that prioritize 
effectiveness. 
My experience in leadership roles has be cultivated during my time here 
at OSU, and my six years serving in the U.S. navy. Here at OSU I’ve 
stepped up to serve in multiple clubs in the following capacities: 
    • President of the OSU Student Veteran’s Association [Spring 2018 - 
current] 
    • Treasurer of the OSU Student Veteran’s Association [Spring 2017 – 
Spring 2018] 
    • Treasurer of the OSU Blacksmithing Club [Summer 2017 –  Fall 2018] 
    • Electrician and nuclear reactor operator U.S. Navy [June 2011 – April 
2017] 
During my service I worked as an electrician and nuclear reactor 
operator. I worked as my teams maintenance supervisor and inventory 
manager. I’ve continually defined my self as having a strong work ethic 
and an adversity to cutting corners. During my life I’ve come to learn 
how to be a servant leader. Leadership is not dictating to your 
supporters what’s going to happen. Leadership is taking care of things, 
so that the people you represent can do what there focused on. That is 
what I hope to accomplish in the ASOSU house of representatives. 
Specific topics I’d like to focus my attention on if elected into a 
representative position are: 
    • Audits of the current student fees recommendations. 
        ◦ The goal is not to cut student services, but to make sure the 
money is being used as effectively as possible.   
    • The During my life I’ve come to learn how to be a servant leader. 
establishment of a review process by house members to ensure ASOSU 
programs are running as expected. 
        ◦ The results of these reviews should dictate if a program needs to 
be readressed by ASOSU. In some cases, if a program is found to be 
ineffective, we should get rid of it, or revise it to make is work.  
    • Sponsorship of underrepresented voices on campus into our 
debate. We are a team, and by allowing everyone to put their opinion 
up for discussion we make our selves better able to solve problems. 
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Biography 

I’m a video game and fiction nerd from Phoenix, Arizona. When I was 
eighteen I joined the U.S. Navy to achieve my then dream of going to 
Oregon State University. While in the Navy I served as a electrician and 
nuclear reactor operator on the USS Chicago, a submarine out of Guam. 
While there I achieved significant qualification an recolonization for my 
work ethic and skill. Most prominently I served as a maintenance 
supervisor and logistics manager for my team. After leaving the navy I 
came to OSU to study mechanical engineering. During my year covering 
engineering basics and statics, I got involved with the Student Veterans 
Association and Blacksmithing Club. I’ve served as a Treasurer in both 
clubs, and was elected as the OSU SVA’s president in spring of 2017. I 
love video games, specifically RTS games. I’m a member of the PC 
master race, and I hate EA. Mass Effect was my favorite game series, 
with Empire at War being my favorite RTS. I’m super friendly and 
outspoken, so feel free to come say high if you see me around. 
 

---------------- Laura Rathbun -------------- 

Platform 

I am that weirdo who comes out 
of committee meetings with a 
huge smile on my face because 
of what we have accomplished.  
Every student should have a 
voice and we don't all have time 
or interest for the meetings 
involved.  Showing up to help 

CAPS establish a whole new tier of student care, changing how our 
community safely disposes drugs, and making rules to allow for gentle 
swearing in our government has been a delight. 
 
Please, let me continue to represent You. 
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Biography 

Oregon State University is allowing me to combine my experiences 
gardening with my Master Gardener grandfather everyday after school, 
proselytizing for hours a week for my parent's religion, and my lifelong 
love of learning. I want to go where government, farmers, and scientists 
work together.   
 
Taking care of people has always has been central to my motivation.  I 
came out of high school to work at the hospital trying to go to school in 
the medical field.   End of life care and massage therapy has been my 
two favorite jobs in the field.  I have also chosen to do travel and 
education as after school programs for most of my adult life and always 
hope to be involved both. 
 

---------------- Alexander Robertson-------------- 

Platform 

As a potential ASOSU representative, 
I stand to work towards reaching out 
and bringing more organizations on 
campus together through ASOSU, 
and to better fiscally represent the 
interests of all students at Oregon 
State. As a representative I will voice 
the views and concerns of the 
students and will advocate for the 

inclusive and sustainable campus we envision. Beyond speaking on 
behalf of the students, I will pursue my goal of enabling the students 
and student led organizations to be heard by the university and pursue 
their own missions. Every organization has its own unique combination 
of resources and missions, and I believe that by connecting as many of 
these organizations together as possible that as a community, we can 
effectively transform this university in the ways that we value most. In 
this position I will endeavor to draft bills and resolutions that will grant 
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student organizations a greater voice in the decision-making processes 
within ASOSU. With my goals in mind, I will always advocate for 
students interests as a means to ensure everyone’s voice at OSU is 
heard equally. 
 
Biography 

Hello, my name is Xander Robertson. I am a first-year sophomore with a 
double major in Physics and Economics with an option in law and policy. 
I’m currently involved in fostering the community within the residence 
halls on campus through RHA and East Side Area Council, the latter of 
which I’m privileged with serving as the secretary and an ambassador. 
This past fall I volunteered with the Vote OR Vote campaign to advocate 
for students’ voices to be heard beyond the halls of OSU at our states 
and nations legislatures. Those aside, I’ve made it a personal goal to 
explore as many places and groups around campus as I can in order to 
expose myself to the great diversity of perspectives we’re home to. I 
also love to ballroom dance and have found a great group of people 
here through the dance program and clubs on campus; and whenever I 
get the chance I thoroughly enjoy getting out for a run to explore 
Corvallis. I look forward to the opportunity to serve you and if you ever 
see me around campus feel free to stop me and say hi. I’m always up for 
meeting more great people. 
 

---------------- Metzin Rodriguez -------------- 

Platform 

ASOSU Representative: 
The famous Mexican artist 
Frida Kahlo once said, “ I 
don’t want you to think like 
me, just think”. Which brings 
me to my first point: I want 
to bring a different 

perspective to the ASOSU representative position to create awareness 
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within students about the changes happening in our community. Being 
a woman of color has allowed me to reach a variety of communities for 
example last year working in the residence halls as a community 
relations facilitator I learned different ways to be an active listener and 
an advocate for the issues that were and are impacting our students. I 
connected them with different resources on campus from the cultural 
resource centers to other opportunities. I intend to address issues about 
how our fees are allocated and find better ways to maintain the house 
of representatives in contact with students. I don’t want to be just 
another representative with a title but someone approachable, 
someone who is going to bring awareness about mental health, 
diversity, and the environment. I want to continue having these 
conversations and be open to new ideas to work for the students.  
Lastly, as a representative, I intend to address and explain all sudden 
changes on campus by communicating in a way that is comprehensible 
to all students and staff. Keeping our students, clubs, and organizations 
in the loop, and host events where everyone can participate. Now I ask 
you: are you ready to just think? 
 
Biography 

My name is Metzin A. Rodriguez.  I am a third year student studying 
BioResource Research with an option in Sustainable Ecosystems in the 
College of Agricultural Sciences with a minor in Spanish. A fun fact about 
my names is that Metzin Aketzali are aztec names, my first name means 
good cloud and my middle name- clear and pretty water. They remind 
me of family, music, and my roots. From mariachi songs, tacos, and the 
rich mexican culture.  
 
I’m passionate about learning new things, traveling, finding new 
challenges and help other people in any way I can. These can range 
from just a smile to providing them with information and translating or 
even helping create a new project. I say this because I believe everyone 
deserves an opportunity to work for their goals, and being someone in 
that ladder to help them achieve them is an unexplainable feeling. Here 
at Oregon State I’m currently part of the club MANRRS where we do a 
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lot of outreach activities and professional development, the College 
Assistant Migrant Program as a mentor and a Team of undergraduate 
Recruiters ambassador if you see an orange polo with something pink 
that’ll probably be me.  
 
Throughout my life I have had different hobbies, from basketball, soccer 
to even swimming (even though I’m not the best at it). However, one of 
the things that has taught me discipline, given me confidence and 
provided with unforgettable memories is definitely running. I did track 
and cross country in high school. I understand that some people might 
not like long distance but I enjoyed running the 3,000m or 5,000m 
because I always felt like the last lap gave me so much adrenaline. You 
learn to test your limits since you truly dig deeper to get those fast 
times. Mile repeats weren’t so fun, though. 
 

---------------- Marveen Sidhu-------------- 

Platform 

I have been fortunate 
enough to be involved with 
ASOSU since I first started at 
Oregon State University in 
2017. I have also had the 
opportunity of serving as a 
representative in ASOSU’s 
Congress where I have 
gained much insight into 
what limits OSU as a whole, 
but also what they can 

achieve. As a representative much of my work would be focused on 
recognizing and working on collective issues regarding the 
underrepresentation of students at OSU. As a society we promote 
financial stability and security, but in certain areas we lack to fulfill that. 
Tuition equity and fair student fees are a constant battle in where 
student voices need to be heard. Through lobbying efforts and 
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participation in student fee voting, as a representative, I can help evoke 
change. I am committed to making OSU a sustainable campus through 
campus awareness, bills, and resolutions. Overall, my main mission is to 
continue the rich culture this campus has, as our diversity lies in many 
areas whether it be through our student population, range of majors, or 
the many views we share as a campus and as individuals. We encourage 
status and reputation more than friendship and respect. As a 
representative, I will do my best to be the voice of the student body in 
an unbiased manner. I will work hard to make sure inclusion is at the 
core of any issue and that accurate representation is followed through 
 
Biography 

Hi my name is Marveen Sidhu and I am 2nd year studying Bio-Health 
Sciences with a pre-dental option and minors in anthropology and 
chemistry. Some of my on campus involvement include being in the 
sorority, Sigma Delta Omega, a women of science based organization 
where are main goal is empower women and encourage STEM 
aspirations. My personal aspirations are to eventually become a general 
dentist and produce accessible oral health care to communities that lack 
it. I am currently serving as Resident Assistant (RA) in Callahan Hall for 
the 2018-2019 school year, focusing on academic and personal success 
and growth within the hall for residents. My work around campus has 
been focused on the central missions of promoting inclusivity of 
marginalized communities, continually encouraging awareness whilst 
advocating for change. A lot of the work I participate in and am 
passionate about involves making societal change, for example voter 
education, health development, and promotion of diversity. My vote 
work involves helping marginalized communities gain equal rights as 
voters and alongside I help with outreach in assistance to registration. In 
relation to the surrounding Corvallis community I currently have been 
involved in Mari’s Place, in which I assist in in population group of 
children coming from homeless or low income families and I aid in their 
children's journey toward stability and the creation of healthy family 
system. I also volunteer with Medical Teams International as a clinic 
assistant and serve underserved communities, like those that lack 
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means to pay for health care, and those who face language barriers in 
seeking out equal health care opportunities. All these opportunities 
hold much significance to me as they give me fulfillment of helping to 
make a change. 
 

---------------- Ryan Tuthill -------------- 

Platform 

The cost of learning is high. 
As a first-year transfer 
student to Oregon State 
University, I have seen and 
understood what it is like to 
be one of many new faces in 
a community. As a student, I 
have understood the feeling 

of frustration, as I am sure also have many of my peers, upon receiving 
the quarterly fees for simply attending school and not knowing entirely 
what you are paying for. 
 
School shouldn't be easy. Both academically and financially, it should be 
something that we work hard to push ourselves through. It should be 
something we are proud to have pushed ourselves through. Between 
funding of recreation and funding of services, there are a plethora of 
programs that are of the utmost benefit to us as students. I, as all of us I 
would imagine, want these programs to have as many resources as 
possible at their disposal. However, it is also our duty as students, who 
are funding these programs, to make sure our money is being used as 
cost-effectively as possible. School shouldn't be easy, and the things we 
finance are worth financing. So, let's make sure our dollars are being 
used effectively and efficiently. 
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Biography 

Hello! My name is Ryan Tuthill. I am a transfer student majoring in 
History and Economics.  I graduated high school in 2015 from Oregon 
City, and abruptly moved to Arizona to study journalism at Pima 
Community College in Tucson. Although I had developed a newfound 
fondness toward cacti and the landscape of the southwest, a year spent 
in the heat of the desert found my interests better served back in the 
Pacific Northwest. I enrolled in the fall of 2016 at Clackamas Community 
College, where I finished my Associate of Arts Oregon Transfer degree. 
By the fall of 2018, my academic journey landed me here, at Oregon 
State University. Apart from school, I enjoy playing music, having played 
both drums and guitar in the jazz ensembles at both Pima and 
Clackamas community colleges, and various other instruments in 
various groups before that. Within the last few years have discovered a 
fondness for bouldering, to which I have no skill yet plenty of 
enthusiasm. And most importantly, I love talking to and getting to know 
new people whenever I get a chance. 
 

---------------- Kaytlin Wearne-------------- 

Platform 

We are blessed to be attending 
one of the top universities in 
the United States, leading the 
nation with cutting edge 
research, innovative designs, 
and academic rigor. These 
virtues should remain 

unchanged as our university evolves after 151 years since its 
establishment, but that does not mean we stay stagnant as a whole. 
Times are changing, and our university should be on the forefront of 
these changes. In order to be an effective group of people, we must not 
sit idle, nor shall we let opportunity pass us by when we can grasp it and 
revolutionize the community around us. I recognize that there are 
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changes that need to be made to our university, but I also recognize the 
importance of traditions and preserving our history. With this in mind, I 
will strive to be a voice of the people. I’m always open to listen to your 
suggestions, and I will do my best to implement as many as I can. I will 
listen to your concerns, and do my best to correct the errors if I can. I 
will advocate for the well-being of the student body, for the university, 
and for the community that we live in. I believe that together, and only 
together, we can see the change we wish to occur through to 
completion. Together, we can create a greater university and a home. 
 
Biography 

My name is Kaytlin Wearne and I'm a first year Honors College student, 
Chemistry major with an option in forensic science, and I will be 
pursuing both a biology and psychology minor. I love being involved in 
the OSU community. I’m the secretary on the West Side Area Council 
and I thoroughly enjoy planning events for my fellow students. Making 
everyone’s college experience fun with these events is fulfilling for me. I 
am currently on the club volleyball team and I’m often found in Dixon 
playing volleyball with my friends. I try to make it my goal to talk to new 
people and get to know what changes they would like to see in our 
community. In high school, I was the Associated Student Body President 
as well as class president. I am heavily involved in community outreach, 
including my work with foster children during summer break. I would be 
honored to serve as your new Undergraduate Representative for 2019 
and 2020. 
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---------------- Jingting Zhan-------------- 

Platform 

Dear ever student,  
I’m jingting zhan. I’m a current international 
student in Oregon state university. It’s my 
pleasure to got into this elector. I truly 
believe that international student already 
become one of the important part for this 
school. As a international student, it is a 
great honored to get into big family. For 
today, I truly want to do something for our 
international students, and I think this is the 

chance for me.  
 
Because of I’m a international student, I truly know what the most 
problem that we facing for right now. I’d like to narrate at least five 
significant issues to Cali it. On the one hand, it is true the language, but 
on the other hand, the benefits that what we can use and discovered 
are truly short and deficiency. And furthermore, for the international 
students, the pretty high level tuition fee is another problem, we may 
be could applied for the scholarship and others ways to deal with it. The 
fourth is the online homework and problems, it takes too long time to 
understand it. We might could have some group for every major to deal 
with it. And the last one, it is also bother me is home sick. The Chinese 
New Year is coming soon actually. 
 
If I got this this position, I’d like to deal with all the problems as what I 
can, and try my best to guarantee the biggest benefits which we can 
earned from the school. I will do my best to earn the extra advantage 
for all international students. I hope u can give me this chance to try it.  
Pretty thanks 
 
Jingting zhan 

 


